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Abstract. Studies of DNA polymorphism have
shown that some immune system genes of mammals
and plants are exceptionally diverse, indicating that
coevolution between these taxa and their parasites
mediates positive selective sweeps and/or balancing
selection. The genes of the arthropod immune system
remain comparatively unstudied. We isolated two
putative immune system genes from the cladoceran
crustacean Daphnia and examined DNA sequence
diversity. For one gene, encoding a putative gram-
negative binding protein, we found evidence of only
purifying selection, indicating that this gene is under
strong functional constraint and that selection acts to
eliminate amino acid variation. For another gene,
encoding a putative a-2-macroglobulin, we found
evidence of positive selection, indicating the possible
involvement of this gene in a host–parasite arms race.
We discuss the assumed function of these genes and
o!er speculation regarding which components of the
arthropod immune system might experience diversi-
fying adaptive evolution.
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Introduction

Reciprocal antagonism might lock host and parasite
populations into a coevolutionary process that pro-
motes genetic diversity. This view has been substan-
tiated by molecular studies, which have observed that
some vertebrate immune system genes are excep-
tionally diverse, as are some cell surface antigens of
pathogens (Ford 2002; Hughes 1991, 1997; Hurst and
Smith 1999; Olson 2002). A comparable situation is
exhibited in plant–pathogen systems where some re-
sistance genes and pathogen ellicitor molecules show
considerable polymorphism (Stahl and Bishop 2000;
Stahl et al. 1999).

Host–parasite coevolution can promote diversity
in at least two ways, and these may act together
(Bergelson et al. 2001). The first is through balancing
selection, where allelic variants are maintained by
frequency-dependent or overdominant selection. The
maintenance of polymorphism through balancing
selection is evident as the deep divergence of alleles at
single loci and heterozygosity within populations, as
seen in the MHC alleles of vertebrates (Hill et al.
1991, 1992; Hughes and Nei 1992). Second, host–
pathogen interactions can result in an arms race,
whereby variation is fostered by selection in favor of
new pathogen mutants that elude the immune system,
followed by selection on hosts for improved ability to
recognize and destroy these new variants, followed by
a further evolutionary response in the pathogen, and
so on. Under an arms race, natural selection proceeds
as a series of directional selective sweeps, and this isCorrespondence to: Tom J. Little; email: tom.little@ed.ac.uk
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evident as an elevated rate of amino acid substitu-
tions in comparisons among populations or species,
accompanied by a lack of heterozygosity within
populations (Ford 2002; Hurst and Smith 1999; Ol-
son 2002). Both arms races and balancing selection
patterns can be contrasted with purifying selection,
whereby new mutations perform poorly and are
pruned from the population, resulting in gene se-
quences that show relatively little amino acid poly-
morphism.

Molecular evidence of selection is scarce for the
immunity genes of arthropods, although there has
been considerable progress in elucidating the genetic
and functional basis of arthropod defense systems
(e.g., Christophides et al. 2002; Ho!mann et al.
1999). The arthropod immune system (summarized in
Aderem and Ulevitch 2000; Du Pasquier 2001;
Ho!mann et al. 1999; Janeway and Medzhitov 2002;
Roitt 1997) appears to be relatively nonspecific (but
see Carius et al. 2001; Dimopoulos et al. 1998) and
lacks memory (but see Arala-Chaves and Sequeira
2000; Kurtz and Franz 2003; Little et al. 2003; Moret
and Schmid-Hempel 2001). Arthropod immune sys-
tems comprise cellular responses (phagocytes, etc.), a
variety of antibacterial peptides (reviewed in Eng-
stron 1999), and a phenoloxidase cascade (e.g.,
Soderhall and Cerenius 1998) that produces melanin
(used, for example, to encase parasitoids). Other im-
portant components include nitric oxide synthase
(Dimopoulos et al. 1998), clotting reactions (Iwanaga
2002), and serine protease inhibitors (Armstrong and
Quigley 1999; Kanost 1999; Oduol et al. 2000). So
far, immune-related genes have been examined for
the footprint of natural selection only in Drosophila.
Studies of the gene encoding Relish (a transcription
factor of antimicrobial peptides), as well as a ge-
nomewide study comparing D. melanogaster to
D. simulans, indicated that immune system genes are
subject to positive selection to a greater extent than
are other parts of the genome (Begun and Whitley
2000; Schlenke and Begun 2003). However, mixed
results were obtained by pioneering studies of par-
ticular antimicrobial peptides (Clark and Wang 1997;
Date et al. 1998; Lazzaro and Clark 2003; Ramos-
Onsins and Aguade 1998), and a study of recognition
molecules in the peptidoglycan family gave evidence
of purifying selection (Jiggins and Hurst 2003).

Here, we present the first data on molecular evo-
lution of putative immune system genes from a
crustacean, the cladoceran Daphnia. By analogy with
plant and vertebrate systems, host proteins that rec-
ognize pathogens are prime candidates for diversify-
ing selection, and we therefore targeted such genes.
Specifically, we present DNA polymorphism data
from a putative gram-negative binding protein
(GNBP) gene and a putative a-2-macroglobulin
(A2M) gene. In other invertebrates, the products of

both genes are pattern recognition receptors (Jane-
way and Medzhitov 2002; Medzhitov and Janeway
1997), but they di!er in the pathogen-associated
molecular patterns they recognize; GNBPs recognize
polysaccharides on pathogen surfaces, while A2Ms
bind pathogen serine proteases. Our analyses of
polymorphism were largely directed toward the de-
tection of positive directional selection. Our motiva-
tion for this study rests on the hypothesis that
variation in infection rates and disease symptoms are
attributable, in part, to genetic variation maintained
through pathogen-mediated selection. Therefore, the
identification of host genetic polymorphism involved
in arms races in natural populations will aid under-
standing of variation in disease prevalence.

Materials and Methods

Initial Gene Capture and Characterization

From GenBank we obtained DNA sequences of arthropod im-
munity genes and aligned them using the MegAlign v4.03 program
of the Lazergene software package. Amino acid and nucleotide
alignments were made principally with the horseshoe crab (Limulus
sp.), the crayfish (Pacifastacus leniusculus), several species of Dro-
sophila, and Anopheles mosquitos. From these alignments, we
identified conserved regions of the genes and designed degenerate
oligonucleotide primers that had the potential to amplify DNA
fragments in Daphnia via the polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
This approach proved successful for two Daphnia genes: a putative
a-2-macroglobulin (A2M) and a putative gram-negative binding
protein (GNBP). Numerous primer combinations were tested for
each gene on Daphnia DNA, but amplified products were obtained
using the following pairs of primers: an A2M forward primer based
on the amino acid sequence FQPF (5¢ TTC CAG CCN TTC TTC
NT), an A2M reverse primer based on the the amino acid sequence
CGEQ (5¢ CCA TGT TTT GYT CNC CAC), a GNBP forward
primer based on the amino acid sequence GGGN (5¢ GGN GGN
GGN AAY TGG GAR TTC CA), and a GNBP reverse primer
based around the amino acid sequence MAPF (5¢ AAC TTY TGR
TCR AAN GGN GCC AT).

In each case, the degenerate primers amplified three or four
products of variable molecular weights. Each product was elec-
trophoresed and excised from an agarose gel, purified using the
Qiagen Gel Extraction kit, cloned using the TOPO TA 2.1 vector
(Invitrogen Life Technologies), and then sequenced with the ABI
Prism BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit, Version 3.0. Se-
quences were compared to the nonredundant protein sequence
database using the Blastx alignment program (Altschul et al. 1997)
to reveal similarity to genes archived in GenBank (NCBI). From
those sequences that resembled published immunity genes with a
high probability, we designed Daphnia-specific PCR primers to
amplify genomic DNA from a range of species and populations.
When using these primers for PCR, electrophoresis of the ampli-
cons produced a single discrete band in each case. Primers for
the A2M locus, which produced a 650-bp product, were 5¢
TTGCCTTACTCGGTGAAACG and 5¢ GCAGGTCCCATGAG
GTCACC. This region of the Daphnia A2M is nearby the sequence
coding for the thiol ester bond common to A2M proteins. Indeed
the degenerate reverse primer used to initially capture the gene
fragment within Daphnia was based on the amino acid sequence
coding for the highly conserved thiol ester bond (CGEQ). Thus,
this fragment is hereafter referred to as the ‘‘thiol ester’’ fragment.
Daphnia-specific primers for the GNBP locus, which produced a
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650-bp PCR product, were 5¢ GGAGTTCCAGTATTACGACAA
and 5¢ TCA ACA ATG TCA ATC TCT CC.

With these specific primers, we gathered sequence information
from three populations of D. pulex (subgenus Daphnia), from five
populations of D. rosea (subgenus Hyalodaphnia), and from seven
populations of D. magna (subgenus Ctenodaphnia) collected mostly
in Southern Scotland, U.K. The sole exception was the inclusion of
a population of D. magna from Northern Germany. Thus, 15
ponds (populations) were studied in total and our data analyses
include one sequence from each population. It was possible to
study only a subset of these populations for GNBP; one sequence
from each of 11 populations was analyzed, 7 from D. magna and 2
each from D. pulex and D. rosea. In all cases DNA was extracted
from freshly collected live individuals or from those that had been
frozen immediately after collection. For both genes, we chose two
populations from which to sequence an additional five individuals
to test for variation within a pond (population). Polymorphism
within ponds was not detected and we therefore restricted our
analyses to a single representative from each pond.

Genomic DNA from individual Daphnia was extracted using a
modification of the CTAB method (Colbourne et al. 1998). PCR
amplification conditions for all Daphnia-specific primers used a
52!C annealing temperature for 30 s and an extension time of 45 s.
Magnesium chloride concentration was 2.5 mM in all reactions.
Sequencing utilized the BIGDYE sequencing reaction kit and the
ABI automated sequencing facility at the University of Edinburgh,
Institute of Cell, Animal and Population Biology. Full details of
PCR and sequencing protocols are available from the corre-
sponding author.

Chromosome Walking

To analyze regions of A2M not recovered in our initial PCR am-
plifications, i.e., outside of the ‘‘thiol ester’’ fragment, we used
Invitrogen TOPO Walker technology to ‘‘walk’’ along the Daphnia
chromosome. E!orts to sequence out toward the 3¢ end of the
coding strand gained 1200 bp, but these were not analyzed for
polymorphism. E!orts to sequence out toward the 5¢ end of the
coding strand successfully revealed an additional 1400 bp further
into the gene. New primers were then developed to amplify an
!1000-bp fragment within this region closer to the 5¢ end for ad-
ditional analyses of polymorphism. For D. magna, successful PCR
amplification was obtained from the following: a forward primer
based on the amino acid sequence MARG (5¢ GGC GAC GTG
ATG CAT ACA GG) and a reverse primer based on the amino
acid sequence PHTIT (5¢ CAT GTG GTG ATC GTG TGA GG).
For D. pulex and D. rosea, successful PCR amplification was ob-
tained from the following: a forward primer based on the amino
acid sequence GYSVVD (5¢ GAA TTT GAA AGG TAG CGC
TGG) and a reverse primer based on the amino acid sequence
PHTIT (5¢ CAT GTG GTA ATC GTG TGA GG). This PCR
fragment likely included sequence encoding the ‘‘bait’’ region of the
A2M. We hereafter refer to this PCR product as the ‘‘bait’’ frag-
ment.

Reverse Transcription (rt)PCR

To test for the expression of our study genes, and to acquire se-
quences to delimit intron/exon boundaries, we performed rtPCR
on each of the gene fragments. Single individuals of D. pulex,
D. rosea, or D. magna were allowed to propagate clonally to
abundance in 1-L jars with approximately 1 cm of natural pond
sediment at the bottom. Pond sediments typically contain spore-
banks of parasites, and by keeping Daphnia in contact with these
we aimed to induce the transcription of immunity genes. After
about 2 weeks of exposure to sediment, total RNA was extracted

from !100 individuals of each species using the RNeasy plant ex-
traction kit (Qiagen). Reverse transcription of RNA to cDNA was
performed with the omniscript rtPCR kit (Qiagen) and using the
complement of the Daphnia-specific primers listed above, as well as
an oligo(dT) (18mer). Standard PCR was then carried using the
same conditions that amplified genomic DNA.

Summary of Main Analyses

Both A2Ms and GNBPs exist as multigene families within insects
(Christophides et al. 2002). Whether this is the case for Daphnia is
important for the present study because our analyses of polymor-
phism and divergence assume that we are comparing orthologues.
We are confident that Daphnia A2M exists as a single gene copy.
First, although PCR with the highly degenerate primers used to
initially capture this gene amplified a number of fragments, all were
sequenced and only one of these was revealed to be A2M. Second,
we have used PCR to probe an arrayed fourfold coverage Daphnia
cosmid library (see http://daphnia.cgb.indiana.edu/tools/) with the
Daphnia-specific A2M primers and identified a single cosmid clone
that contained A2M. Thus, for A2M we are reasonably certain that
our comparisons among populations and species involved ortho-
logues. For GNBP, the highly degenerate primers used to initially
capture this gene amplified a number of fragments, all were se-
quenced and three of these were revealed to be GNBPs. However,
there were clear size di!erences between the gene copies, and the
Daphnia-specific primers we developed amplified only one (the
shortest) of these. We failed to amplify GNBP from the cosmid
library. Thus, for GNBP, we are less certain that our comparisons
involved orthologues, and the relatively high amount of silent di-
vergence among species, compared to A2M (see Results), may
perhaps further fuel this uncertainty.

Basic polymorphism data, e.g., the nucleotide diversity (p) for
each gene, was generated using the program DNAsp (Roza and
Rozas 1999). Beyond this, we were primarily interested in recov-
ering signatures of positive selection. An important concept un-
derlying such analyses is the notion that positive selection on gene
sequences results in rates of nonsynonymous nucleotide substitu-
tion (substitutions which result in an amino acid substitutions) that
exceed levels of synonymous substitution (which do not result in
amino acid substitutions). We estimated variables Ka (the number
of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site) and Ks

(the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site)
using DNAsp. An approximation of the neutral rate of nucleotide
divergence is obtained from Ks, thus Ka/Ks ratios "1 indicate that
the gene is under purifying selection, but higher values may be
caused by positive selection. Although simply examining Ka/Ks

ratios provides a notoriously conservative estimate of positive se-
lection (e.g., Yang et al. 2000), we declined to use more powerful
analyses (e.g., the maximum likelihood procedures in PAML) of
Ka/Ks ratios because many of our data were drawn from multiple
populations of the same species, and the occurrence of recombi-
nation would violate a central assumption of these phylogenetic-
based analyses (Anisimova et al. 2000).

We performed MacDonald–Kreitman (MK) tests (1991) which
detect selection by finding statistical discrepancy in the relative level
of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions within and be-
tween species. The basic assumption of MK analysis is that the
ratio of replacement to synonymous substitution between species
will be the same as the ratio of replacement to synonymous poly-
morphism within species if divergence and polymorphism are due
solely to random drift acting on neutral mutations. The use of the
MK test overcomes issues concerning the ability to distinguish sites
of adaptive evolution from sites evolving relatively quickly because
of low selective constraints. To test for selection by comparing
polymorphism between the two genes studied, as well as that be-
tween the two studied regions A2M, we employed the Hudson,
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Kreitmam, and Aquade (HKA) test (1987) as implemented in
DNAsp.

Results

General Patterns of Polymorphism and Divergence

For A2M, we obtained a total of 1735 bp of sequence
information from D. magna (Fig. 1). Of these nucleo-
tides, 1224 bp was from the ‘‘bait’’ fragment and the
remaining bases were from the ‘‘thiol ester’’ fragment.
Slightly less sequence information was obtained forD.
pulex and D. rosea (Fig. 1): 540 bp in the bait region
and 564 bp in the thiol ester fragment (Fig. 1). For
GNBP, we obtained approximately 450 bp of sequence
information from each of D. magna and D. pulex
(Fig. 2). For D. rosea we obtained an additional
279 bp, but comparable sequence data for this gene
were unavailable from the other species for analyses of
polymorphism. Fragments produced by rtPCR were
shorter for both genes than fragments from PCR of
genomic DNA due to the presence of introns.

As expected from studies of variation in the
mitochondrial 12S rRNA gene (Colbourne and He-

bert 1996), the sequences from D. magna were highly
divergent from those of the other two species used in
this study. We therefore declined to compare, espe-
cially for the tests of selection (below), D. magna to
the other species due to the possibility that saturated
sites would bias the estimated levels of substitution.
By contrast, D. pulex and D. rosea showed su"cient
nucleotide similarity that it seemed reasonable to
compare these two species (Figs. 1 and 2). For ex-
ample, no indels were found between D. pulex and
D. rosea within coding regions, and introns were
easily aligned. Across all sites, D. pulex and D. rosea
showed 5% sequence divergence compared to over
20% between D. magna and either D. pulex or D.
rosea.

General measures of polymorphism (all species)
and divergence (D. pulex vs D. rosea only) are given
in Tables 1 and 2. Comparing among populations
and species, nucleotide polymorphism in GNBP av-
eraged less than half of that found in A2M (Table 2).
Although the overall divergence between species was
higher for GNBP than it was for A2M, this was
almost exclusively due to high divergence at silent or
noncoding sites (Table 2).

Fig. 1. The deduced amino acid sequences from DNA sequences
presumed to encode a-2-macroglobulin from Daphnia magna, D.
pulex, and D. rosea. Intron/exon boundaries were determined by
comparing the DNA sequence obtained through sequencing frag-

ments obtained by rtPCR to sequences obtained from genomic
DNA. Details on the most polymorphic region, spanning amino
acid residues 229 to 261, are given in Fig. 3.
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Tests for Selection

Considering only coding regions, an HKA test to
compare the level of polymorphism inGNBP to that in
the entire A2M sequence produced a marginally sig-
nificant result (v2 = 3.65, df = 1, p = 0.056). An
HKA test comparing the two regions of A2M to one
another revealed that the observed patterns of poly-
morphism are inconsistent with a neutral model of ev-
olution (v2 = 4.45, df = 1, p = 0.035). This indicates
that the evolutionary pressure di!ers between the two
regions of A2M. Therefore, in the other tests for selec-
tion below, we treat the twoA2M regions separately.

The MK test, performed on the A2M bait frag-
ment from D. pulex and D. rosea, indicated that there
is a significant di!erence between the ratio of re-
placement and synonymous di!erences within and
between species (Fisher’s exact test, df = 1,
p = 0.01; Table 3), which is consistent with adaptive
fixation of amino acid di!erences between species.
Similar analyses of the A2M thiol ester fragment

produced a nonsignificant result (G = 0.64, df = 1,
p = 0.77). An MK analysis (Table 3) of GNBP also
did not reveal evidence of positive selection.

Of the 28 replacement di!erences between D. pulex
and D. rosea, 25 were in the bait fragment and 23
occurred within a relatively short stretch of nucleo-
tides (Fig. 3). Nine sites (shaded in Fig. 3) in the
‘‘bait’’ fragment correspond to amino acid di!erences
representing two nonsynonymous nucleotide substi-
tutions, whereas all other amino acid di!erences
separating D. pulex and D. rosea involved just one
nonsynonymous substitution. For eight of these nine
sites, both substitutions are nonsynonymous in
whichever order they occur, while for one site (amino
acid 229, serine/leucine), the two-step evolutionary
pathway could have travelled a step that resulted in a
synonymous substitution. In this case, there would be
only 24 nonsynonymous and 11 synonymous substi-
tutions entered in Table 3. However, even this more
conservative test yielded a significant result (Fisher’s
exact test, p = 0.015).

Fig. 2. The deduced amino acid sequences from DNA sequences
presumed to encode a gram-negative binding protein from Daphnia
magna, D. pulex, and D. rosea. Intron/exon boundaries were de-
termined by comparing the DNA sequence obtained through se-

quencing fragments obtained by rtPCR to sequences obtained from
genomic DNA. Comparison of D. rosea and D. pulex revealed no
amino acid substitutions with more than one nonsynonymous
substitution.

Table 1. Polymorphism parameters for DNA sequences from an a-2-macroglobulin (A2M) gene and a gram-negative binding protein
(GNBP) gene from 15 populations of European Daphnia pulex, D. rosea, and D. magna

Polymorphic sites

Gene Species Total length (bp) Exon length (bp) n Total Noncoding Coding—silent Replacement

A2M
Total D. magna 1735 1224 7 9 6 2 1

D. pulex 1104 693 3 6 3 1 2
D. rosea 1104 693 5 33 30 7 3

TE D. magna 508 366 7 4 3 1 0
D. pulex 564 366 3 4 2 0 2
D. rosea 564 366 5 11 4 4 3

Bait D. magna 1227 858 7 5 3 1 1
D. pulex 540 327 3 2 1 1 0
D. rosea 540 327 5 9 6 3 0

GNBP D. magna 468 341 7 0 0 0 0
D. pulex 446 309 2 2 1 1 0
D. rosea 440 309 2 1 1 0 0
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The average number of synonymous substitutions
per synonymous site (Ks) between species of D. pulex
and D. rosea in the entire A2M region was 0.13, while
the average number of nonsynonymous substitutions
per nonsynonymous site (Ka) was 0.065, giving a
Ka:Ks ratio of 0.5. There were, again, apparent dif-
ferences in the Ka:Ks ratios between the ‘‘bait’’ frag-
ment to the ‘‘thiol ester’’ fragment. Between D. pulex
and D. rosea, the average Ka:Ks ratio in the thiol ester
region was 0.14. Yet this ratio was over six times
higher in the bait fragment, 0.95. The average Ka:Ks

ratio at GNBP was 0.05.

Discussion

This study documents the first DNA polymorphism
data from two putative immune system genes of a
crustacean. One of these genes, a putative GNBP,

showed evidence of purifying selection. The other
gene, a putative member of the A2M family of serine
protease inhibitor genes, was studied in two regions.
The first region was near the site coding for the thiol
ester domain which, following proteolytic attack, is
involved in irreversible inhibition of the pathogen
serine protease. The ‘‘thiol ester’’ fragment of Daph-
nia A2M showed evidence of purifying selection. By
contrast, the ‘‘bait’’ fragment of A2M appeared to be
under positive selection, as there was a high number
of amino acid substitutions among species. The ratio
of replacement to silent substitutions between D.
pulex and D. rosea was significantly higher than ex-
pected from levels of within-species polymorphism
(by the MK test), and nine codons in the bait frag-
ment showed multiple replacement substitutions. The
bait fragment was so named because it encodes amino
acid sequence analogous to the A2M bait region that,
in functional studies of other taxa, is the target of

Table 2. Nucleotide diversity (p) and divergence of DNA sequences from an a-2-macroglobulin gene (A2M) and a gram-negative binding
protein (GNBP) gene from 15 populations of European Daphnia pulex, D. rosea, and D. magna

p

Gene Species Total Noncoding Coding—silent Replacement

Polymorphism
A2M
Total D. magna 0.0020 0.0044 0.0031 0.0004

D. pulex 0.0038 0.0054 0.0042 0.0026
D. rosea 0.0156 0.0305 0.0255 0.0026

TE D. magna 0.0034 0.0086 0.0062 0.0000
D. pulex 0.0050 0.0079 0.0000 0.0048
D. rosea 0.0107 0.0123 0.0265 0.0050

Bait D. magna 0.0014 0.0028 0.0017 0.0005
D. pulex 0.0025 0.0033 0.0088 0.0000
D. rosea 0.0104 0.0187 0.0243 0.0000

GNBP D. magna 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
D. pulex 0.0045 0.0072 0.0136 0.0000
D. rosea 0.0023 0.0076 0.0000 0.0000

Divergence
A2M
Total D. pulex vs D. rosea 0.0932 0.1245 0.1257 0.0636
TE D. pulex vs D. rosea 0.0939 0.2246 0.1277 0.0158
Bait D. pulex vs D. rosea 0.1244 0.1296 0.1236 0.1208

GNBP D. pulex vs D. rosea 0.2123 0.3870 0.4710 0.0737

Note. Two separate fragments (the ‘‘bait’’ and ‘‘thiol ester’’ fragments) of A2M were studied.

Table 3. Summary of polymorphism data used in the McDonald–Kreitman test comparing Daphnia pulex and D. rosea

Intraspecific polymorphism Interspecific fixed di!erences

Synonymous coding Replacement Synonymous coding Replacement p

A2M
Total 8 3 19 28 0.11
TE 4 3 9 3 0.77
Bait 4 0 10 25 0.01

GNBP 1 0 26 19 1.00

Note. The relative ratio of replacement to synonymous substitutions was compared within and between species using a contingency table
analysis and a G-test or Fisher’s exact test.
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pathogen serine proteases (Armstrong and Quigley
1999).

An important concept in the current understand-
ing of innate immunity is that of the PAMP–PRR
interaction (Janeway and Medzhitov 2002; Medzhi-
tov and Janeway 1997). We believe that population
genetic predictions are possible from the PAMP/PRR
paradigm and that the present data, although hardly
a thorough test, are consistent with these predictions.
PAMPs are pathogen-associated molecular patterns,
and PRRs are the host-produced pattern recognition
receptors that detect them. Many PAMPs are con-
served molecules, often polysaccharides, that are es-
sential for the survival of the pathogen and, as such,
cannot easily be modified to conceal their recognition
by the host. If PAMP escape mutants are unlikely,
then PRRs are also unlikely candidates for an arms
race. Thus, Daphnia GNBP appears to be under pu-
rifying selection and shows, like GNBPs from other
organisms, particular similarity to the putative cata-
lytic region of B-1-3 glucanases. This region is
thought to be important for binding of polysaccha-
rides (Yahata et al. 1999). Other work in our lab
concerns a peptidoglycan-recognizing protein from
Anopheles mosquitoes, which also shows evidence of
purifying selection (unpublished data).

Immune system components involved in protein–
protein interactions seem more promising candidates
for an arms race. Indeed, in antagonistic interactions
involving vertebrate hosts, this is precisely where
stunning diversity has been observed; for example, in
the cell surface proteins of pathogens and in the host
proteins that recognize them. A2Ms are involved in
the recognition of pathogen products, but unlike
many arthropod PRRs, they recognize pathogen
proteins. A2Ms recognize and bind pathogen serine
proteases, which are both important virulence factors
and are used as part of pathogen strategies to gain
entry into hosts (Han et al. 2000). We tentatively
suggest that the bait region of Daphnia A2M shows
evidence of positive selection because it has been

subject to a series of directional selective sweeps (an
arms race) in which host A2M evolves to inhibit
parasite serine proteases, and parasite serine pro-
teases evolve to become unrecognizable by hosts. The
lack of polymorphism within species probably indi-
cates that balancing selection is not prevalent at this
gene.

Serpins, also serine protease inhibitors, provide
another example of elevated amino acid evolution
based on studies of mammals and of parasitic nem-
atodes (Barbour et al. 2002; Gill and Mock 1985;
Zang and Maizels 2001). Notably, high polymor-
phism is observed only in the reactive centers which
bind proteases, of the serpins. Host serpins may in-
teract with pathogen serine proteases in a manner
analogous to A2Ms (Barbour et al. 2002; Kanost
1999) or regulate host serine proteases involved in
immune cascades (Oduol et al. 2000; Soderhall and
Cerenius 1998). Given the latter function, adaptive
evolution of host serpins might suggest that these
sites are the target of manipulation strategies by
pathogens, which will evade the immune response if
host serpins are prevented from performing a role in
the immune response. Another example of an ar-
thropod immune gene showing evidence of elevated
amino acid replacement comes from a transcription
factor: the NF-jB/IjB protein Relish from Dro-
sophila. In mammals, IjB proteins are inhibitors of
the NF-jB proteins which upregulate components of
the innate immune system. The functional details of
the NF-jB/IjB protein in Drosophila are less clear,
but an elevated amino acid replacement rate in the
IjB region has led to speculation that this sequence is
the target of manipulation strategies by pathogens
(Begun and Whitley 2000).

This discussion is speculative, as presently there
are too few available data on polymorphism in ar-
thropod immune system genes to draw general con-
clusions and to guide future studies. Indeed, while
genome projects and functional analyses of immunity
genes are rapidly elucidating the genetic basis of

Fig. 3. Nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences from 99 base pairs of the a-2-macroglobulin bait fragment as sequenced in eight
populations of D. pulex and D. rosea. Asterisks denote fixed di!erences at nonsynonymous nucleotide sites. Shaded codons are amino acid
replacements represented by two nonsynonymous nucleotide substitutions.
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arthropod host–pathogen interactions (Holt et al.
2002; Leulier et al. 2003; Oduol et al. 2000), the
tempo and mode of selection on immune-related
genes have hardly been studied. For some taxa, e.g.,
Anopheles or Drosophila, choosing candidate genes
for population genetic analyses is daunting, given the
amount of genomic information available. The pre-
dictions drawn from functional understanding of in-
nate immunity might help with this choice. This
situation is, of course, opposite to the problem we
face in finding candidate genes in Daphnia, where
genomic information is limited. Ultimately, however,
it will be necessary to assess the consequences of
polymorphism in immune system genes by associat-
ing genotypic with phenotypic variation in the labo-
ratory and by establishing links with field patterns. In
this regard we feel that Daphnia ought to remain the
target of studies such as the present one, given their
amenability to both laboratory and field studies of
parasitism (e.g., Little and Ebert 2000).
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